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THE SOCIAL TRAVEL SUMMIT 2016
INVERNESS, UNITED KINGDOM
THINK TANK REPORT
OVERVIEW
The Social Travel Summit (STS) is an exclusive annual two-day gathering of travel &
tourism professionals, leading travel bloggers & online influencers from around the world.
Its purpose is to promote and curate high-level discussions about the future of online
travel marketing.
The bloggers and influencers are specially selected based on the high quality of the
content produced, online reach and track record in working with the tourism industry and
the summit provides a unique opportunity for industry professionals to connect with them
and build mutually beneficial relationships.
The first Social Travel Summit (114 delegates) was held in Leipzig, Germany in April 2014.
The second (136 delegates) was held in Hamburg, Germany in April 2015.
This third edition (111 delegates) was held in Inverness, UK in September 2016.
The Social Travel Summit is an initiative of iambassador in collaboration with Travel Dudes
and Reiseblogger Kollektiv.
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ABOUT THE THINK TANK
A key component of each Social Travel Summit is the Think Tank. A selection of around 30 delegates
representing a balanced mix of industry & bloggers are invited to discuss a range of topics and come up
with practical ideas & suggestions for improving the way influencers and industry work together.
The topics are discussed in a two-hour session, with each delegate able to consider each topic. The topics
(5 in Leipzig 2014, 3 in Hamburg 2015 and 3 in Inverness 2016) are overseen by Topic Leaders whose
job is to keep the discussion on track, summarize progress for newcomers to the topic, and steer the
delegates towards some practical suggestions.
Thanks to the well-established profile of those who attend, the Social Travel Summit has become known
as a pioneering event, with high-quality educational contents and discussions on where the world of travel
influencing is today, and where it is heading in the future. In 2016 the STS organizing team proposed a
series of new topics for the delegates to address and a new facilitator, Peter Jordan, Senior Tourism
Analyst at Toposophy (also the 2016 Think Tank sponsor) was invited to lead the session. More
information is given about these topics in the following pages.
Before proceeding however, it is worth taking time to review what the Think Tanks have accomplished to
date, since many of the contents - not least the Code of Standards & Ethics - continue to be highly relevant
to travel influencers and those who wish to work with them.
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THINK TANK 2014 - LEIPZIG
The discussions at the first Social Travel Summit in 2014 focused principally on issues of transparency
and ethics, the business of travel influencing, criteria for choosing the right travel influencer, and the
‘bottlenecks’ that restrict the number and quality of professional relationships between travel influencers
and

the

rest

of

the

industry.

(free download)

THE SOCIAL TRAVEL SUMMIT CODE OF STANDARDS & ETHICS FOR PROFESSIONAL TRAVEL BLOGGERS
One of the key aims of the 2014 Think Tank was to produce a charter of professional conduct for a
marketing channel which has been (and in some cases, continues to be) misunderstood. As travel
influencers take on an increasingly important role in destination marketing, such a document would help
to set clear guidance on how to set up professional relationships, encourage clear communication and
ensure positive results for all concerned. The Social Travel Summit provided the ideal setting for this,
given the combined wealth of experience among the travel influencers who attend, and those from
destination marketing organisations (DMOs) and the private sector who have experience in working with
them.
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The result of the 2014 STS Think Tank was the ‘STS Code of Standards & Ethics for Professional Travel
Bloggers' (an appendix to the 2014 report). The Code of Standards & Ethics expanded upon the Kodex a series of guidelines already in use by the German Reisblogger Kollectiv. It covered key areas such as:


The need for travel influencers to make an accurate representation of their key performance
indicators, in particular the number of followers and amount of engagement that followers have
with their content



The need for travel influencers and their clients to uphold the highest standards of business
practice and professionalism



The need for travel influencers to ensure the editorial integrity of their content and make clear to
their followers the nature of their compensation (if any) for the trips that they make

To date the Code of Standards & Ethics has been translated into French and Brazilian Portuguese, and is
used as a reference by the leading travel influencer collectives in Brazil, France, the Nordic countries and
the United Kingdom. Additionally, all travel influencers who collaborate with iambassador are required to
adhere to the Code.
Whether a member of these collectives or not, travel influencers around the world (as well as those in the
industry who are considering working with a travel influencer) are encouraged to read the Code and use
it as a reference in setting up professional relationships.
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(Free download)
THINK TANK 2014 - HAMBURG In 2015 the Think Tank participants were invited to consider three main areas for improvement for
relations between travel influencers and the rest of the tourism industry: ‘structures and people’, ‘money
and budgets’ and ‘knowledge and understanding’.
In the first area, participants were asked to consider whether the existing skills, job titles, roles,
departments and budgets within DMOs are sufficient for a world where tourism marketing has effectively
shifted wholly online, and where travel influencers are being asked to play a greater role in digital content
creation and delivery on behalf of DMOs.
In the second area, participants were asked to consider where travel influencers fit in relation to DMO
marketing and PR activities, in particular when it comes to funding marketing campaigns that involve
travel influencers. Given that working with travel influencers is a relatively new activity for a DMO, most
DMOs are yet to set up a proper system of budgeting for it, even if the willingness is there to do more
work with travel influencers. The participants proposed action points on how this could be improved.
In the third area, participants were asked to consider how both travel influencers and DMOs/industry
could improve knowledge and understanding of each other’s work, with a view to ensuring that formal
agreements, marketing campaigns and fam trips all produce more satisfactory outcomes in the future.
The role of events (workshops, or speaking opportunities for experienced travel influencers) was
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highlighted as being especially important, as well as the need for travel influencers to properly categorise
and present case studies of their work.

The Social Travel Summit is grateful to Alastair McKenzie, editor of Travel Lists for chairing the Think Tank
in 2014 and 2015.

THINK TANK 2016 - THE CONTEXT
During the three years since its inception, the Social Travel Summit has become established as a leader
in its field. Since the event attracts high-calibre attendees it is essential that the Think Tank is used as a
space where delegates are encouraged to think about the bigger issues in tourism beyond their
immediate field of work. With this in mind, the following section presents a series of observations about
the state of destination marketing and management in Europe today that provide some context for the
three major topics that were discussed in this year’s Think Tank. Europe has been chosen as the
geographical focus for these observations given that this is where the majority of tourism industry
attendees to STS 2016 are based.
It must of course be underlined that there is an enormous variation across Europe in the way that tourism
activity is managed and funded by government. In each country there are different government structures
and funding models, not to mention different philosophies on the balance of responsibilities in promoting
and managing a destination. Nevertheless,
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Urbanisation, ‘overtourism’ (see Topic

“the

shift of tourism marketing and

distribution online has meant that tourism

3) and the effects of the global
economic crisis on cities are also
factors which are driving change in

destinations and their local businesses

European destination marketing and

now compete in a global marketplace and

management.

so are facing similar pressures to upgrade
and digitalise what they do.”

The great shift for DMOs: from being creators and managers to
becoming curators, facilitators and enablers
In some places this shift is occurring rapidly, in others less so, however it is a trend which has taken shape
over the past decade and and has accelerated in recent years. Gaining a better appreciation of why this
shift is occurring can help us to understand how travel influencers could better meet the objectives of
DMOs and their local partners in the years to come.
DMOs under pressure
From the discussions in previous years, and from testimonies from tourism industry delegates attending
this year’s edition of STS, it has become clear that on a general scale, DMOs - especially those in
Europe- are being expected to do more work with fewer resources. DMOs at every level (local, regional,
national) across Europe have seen their budgets cut and have often been forced to reduce or reallocate
staff that were previously dedicated to tourism activities. Meanwhile, those funds which are allocated to
marketing are coming under greater scrutiny for the return on investment and where this is measureable,
DMOs are expected to produce hard data to show the impact of their investments.
In some cases, especially in northern Europe, DMOs have been dissolved entirely as government agencies
and then re-formed as private or nonprofit entities which oversee a ‘business development district’ or
business cluster, mirroring the structure observed in some US destinations. When it comes to working
with new media, (in this case travel influencers), it has been reported that such organisations are
generally more flexible, experimental and better geared towards digital marketing, which could prove
promising for the future.
Either way, somewhat ironically, at the same time that budgets are being cut and DMOs dissolved, a
combination of natural growth in visitor numbers and better resourcefulness in facing economic
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challenges has caused many more governmental authorities to recognise the power of tourism as a driver
of local economic development. This has placed pressure on those responsible for destination
management and marketing to become actively
involved finding ways to address local economic issues
such as youth unemployment, innovation, small
business support and advisory services. As they do

“DMOs are increasingly expected to
explain their plans, justify their

actions and measure their impact.”

this,

A greater focus on destination management
In addition to becoming more involved in contributing to the economic development of the destinations
that they serve, government agencies responsible for tourism are coming under pressure to address a
range of challenges related to destination management, especially where tourism directly affects the
lives of local residents. These challenges include:



Tackling ‘overtourism’ (overcrowding and congestion - see topic 3)



Tackling seasonality - the seasonal peaks and troughs in demand from visitors- to ensure that
visitation and spending is spread more evenly throughout the year



Promoting dispersal: spreading visitor spending more evenly around the destination. Ensuring a
fair competitive environment for local businesses and ensuring that they are benefitting from
visitor spending



Matching the real destination experience with the marketing promise



Mitigating negative impacts on the environment (air pollution, damage to ecosystems and
biodiversity, waste disposal) caused by tourism



Ensuring the fair and balanced integration of the sharing economy (peer to peer accommodation
rentals, transport, tours and activities) into the destination’s local economy

Losing the message
The nature of DMOs’ role in marketing is changing as other actors, notably online travel agents (OTAs),
sharing economy platforms (eg. Airbnb), travel review websites (eg. TripAdvisor) and consumers
themselves (through their own use of social media) have taken on the role of shaping the message about
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the destination, since consumers increasingly turn to one or a combination of these resources when it
comes to planning and booking their trips.
Digital ambition vs. ability
As has become clear from this edition, as well as the two previous editions of the Social Travel Summit,
DMOs are generally aware of the need to shift their B2C marketing to become almost entirely digital. As
a result, more and more DMOs are training or taking on staff with experience in content creation and
distribution, social media management and so on. While those who take on these roles usually have a
good understanding of the DMO’s role in content curation (as opposed to continual content creation), this
is not always the case among those higher up the management chain who are responsible for allocating
project funds. As a result, those directly responsible for commissioning travel influencers frequently have
to find data and convincing arguments that will persuade management to authorise more funding for
projects that involve travel influencers. This is something that both travel influencers and their contacts
within DMOs can help each other with, hence the discussion of value in Topic 1 of this year’s Think Tank.
Marketing to a wider audience
The most forward-looking destinations - notably larger cities which act as hubs for knowledge, culture,
business and leisure activity- are calling on their tourism marketing organisations to play a greater role in
marketing the destination not just to leisure travellers but also to potential investors, business travellers
and students (potential highly skilled future residents). DMOs are also forming interesting partnerships
with brands from beyond the travel industry such as food and beverage, clothing and equipment,
telecommunications, sports or music, which are looking to promote to specific segments of consumers
as travellers and benefit from brand association.
Travel influencers in 2016: demand from beyond DMOs
Previous editions of the Social Travel Summit Think Tank have discussed the role of travel influencers
versus journalists, producers or presenters who work for traditional media such as TV and newspapers.
With each edition of the Social Travel Summit it is encouraging to hear reports from travel influencers that
understanding in the travel industry about the role that they play in destination marketing is generally
improving.
Travel influencers continue to build loyalty and engagement among their followers, and are becoming
ever more creative and adventurous with the distribution channels that they use (eg. most recently with
Snapchat or Instagram Stories). As DMOs ‘lose the message’ to online travel agents, P2P platforms,
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traveler review sites and individual travel businesses such as hotel chains or tour operators (referred to
in this report as ‘brands’), it follows that these brands are taking an interest in what travel influencers can
do for them. As these brands rely heavily on user-generated content from their customers they find
themselves taking on the role of curators too, since working with travel influencers offers the opportunity
to bring in authentic, high-quality content into their marketing channels. Some travel brands (and brands
in other sectors such as apparel) have already signed up brand ambassadors from the travel influencer
community, reflecting the way this is being done in other industries such as fashion, music or interior
design.
As this type of collaboration becomes more widespread, further questions will surely arise about how
travel influencers should balance the need for authenticity and integrity with their commercial obligations
to the client, a subject which will surely be revisited in future editions of the Social Travel Summit.
Furthermore, as travel influencers are starting to work with bigger-label brands and taking on more
complex projects with DMOs, it is important to confirm and contextualize their role within the travel
industry. The Social Travel Summit provides an ideal place to do this since the travel influencers who
attend work at an advanced level. Their insights can offer real value in guiding the development of
industry-travel influencer relationships beyond this summit. Capturing those insights is the purpose of
this report.
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Think Tank 2016 - Topic Outline
In light of all the issues discussed above, three topics were put to the participants of the 2016 Social
Travel Summit Think Tank:
1. How to better articulate the value of working with travel influencers beyond the statistics
2. Getting savvy: Understanding the political context for DMOs and working better with local
business
3. Using influence to help tackle challenges in destination management
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METHODOLOGY
This edition of the Think Tank followed a similar format to those of the previous two years. Prior to the
event, all delegates were informed about the Think Tank contents via the event’s Facebook page and a
total of 30 participants were invited, composed of an equal mixture of travel influencers and DMOs. The
total number of participants was capped to ensure that the three groups would be kept to a reasonable
size in order to ensure a productive discussion.
At the start of the session, the Think Tank facilitator Peter Jordan gave an opening presentation to
introduce the three topics and provide some context for the discussions. Following this, the participants
divided into three pre-defined, mixed groups and were allocated to a table.
A Topic Leader led the discussion at each table, and every 30 minutes the Topic Leaders switched table,
briefed the delegates and steered the conversation. Each Topic Leader was briefed in advance with a
series of ideas and talking points and at the end of the session, each of them briefed the session
facilitator. The following day at the closure of the Summit, the session facilitator summarised the
highlights from each topic in a 30-minute presentation to all delegates.

•
•
•
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TOPIC 1 - ARTICULATING THE VALUE OF WORKING WITH TRAVEL
INFLUENCERS BEYOND THE STATISTICS
Topic Leader: Emma Mead, Interim Head of International Media and PR, VisitBritain

Background
Like all government agencies in straightened times, destination marketing organisations are coming
under greater scrutiny for the ways in which they spend their money. In most cases, funding continues to
come from public funds (ie. taxpayers’ contributions). However in order to mitigate funding cuts or find
new sources of funding for projects, many DMOs are counting on contributions from the local businesses
too.
Where this money is invested in marketing activities, the various stakeholders involved -be they politicians
or business leaders- expect to see these activities justified before they authorise project funding, and
then an evaluation on the return on investment after the project has taken place. After all, these
stakeholders have wider objectives at heart: more ‘heads in beds’, greater spending from visitors,
spending spread more evenly throughout the local area, and throughout the year with the hope that this
will provide more economic benefits such as job creation, job security and greater investment for local
people.
How can travel influencers help in those efforts? This is ultimately the question that both DMOs (who
recognise travel influencers as an effective marketing channel) and travel influencers themselves have
to answer. Travel influencers are rapidly acquiring a professional status in the world of travel marketing,
and more and more DMOs (and of course private sector brands) are looking to work with them. However,.
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“as most travel influencers will readily admit,
there is still a lot of misunderstanding among

Until now, statistical targets - in the
form of key performance indicators
for assessing and reporting the value

key decision makers about the value that

of content, campaigns, or editorial-

travel influencers can bring to a destination

have been the basis upon which

and its local business community”

most campaigns have been planned
and evaluated. For many DMOs, their
‘comfort zone’ still lies in working

with traditional media (newspapers, magazines, TV advertising), even when some travel influencers
command higher numbers of followers and engagement, and can provide much more detailed and
accurate data to prove it. However, is it guaranteed that bigger and more diverse KPIs are always going
to win DMOs round to the idea of working with travel influencers as well as, or instead of ‘old media’? The
Think Tank participants highlighted three important considerations to take into account on the subject of
‘value’ when it is expressed with KPIs:


Presenting statistical measurements of travel influencers’ impact should continue. It
demonstrates professionalism and can help persuade management of the importance of going
ahead with a particular project that involves investment in travel influencers. For those who are
still unfamiliar with travel influencing as a legitimate form of travel marketing, data can provide
useful insights into the quality and quantity of reach obtained through a particular campaign or
project. It also serves to underline to decision makers that travel influencers can gather far more
detailed, and up-to-date insights into the impact of their work than traditional media channels.



Statistics (KPIs) are only helpful as long as they are accurate and well-presented. It goes without
saying that travel influencers should provide accurate and honest KPIs. This is stipulated in the
STS Code of Standards & Ethics for Professional Travel Bloggers. To help DMO contacts with
presentations and reporting further up the management chain, travel influencers should supply a
brief description with their KPIs, as well as any mitigating factors to be taken into account. DMOs
should recognise that time spent preparing KPI reports should be factored into the project cost.

At the same time, delegates agreed that as KPI analysis becomes more sophisticated and understood
among DMOs, there are still certain risks to relying on data alone to make the case for working together,
since it can:
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Create unrealistic expectations, as no two destinations / products / reviews are the same.
NB: As one participant pointed out: ‘sometimes posts on a particular product or service can
become wildly popular for no apparent reason, and there’s a risk of having the repeat the success,
when it’s not clear what made it so popular in the first place’ (e.g. it it was unexpectedly picked
up and shared by mainstream media).



Generate an obsession for ‘ticking boxes’ and meeting statistical targets.



Create a culture among management of only paying interest to statistics, as opposed to the
wider value of working with travel influencers.



Restrict the travel influencers’ freedom to be creative and authentic (qualities which travel
influencers are often hired for in the first place).



Lead the travel industry to only seek those travel influencers with the biggest followings, rather
than others which may may be emerging, have a relevant specialisation to the
destination/product, or have a smaller but well-engaged audience.



Increase the risk of working with travel influencers who have unreliable (ie. fake/purchased)
followers.

Therefore it is essential for travel influencers and those who wish to work with them to fully understand
and be able to articulate the value of working with travel influencers beyond statistical valuations. The
following section outlines how this should happen:

COMMUNICATION

All delegates confirmed the importance of maintaining clear, open lines of communication, especially
where it involves reporting and feedback after fam trips have taken place.
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RECOMMENDATIONS:

1.1. Agreements in advance: Where this is not already done,

“clearly-worded contracts should be put in

They should state clearly the background,

place to formalise the working relationship

objectives, deliverables and the conditions

between DMOs/industry and their chosen
travel influencers”
1.2. Project briefings, in-person: Both parties (DMOs and

of hire. Both parties

“(DMOs

and travel influencers)

should

apply

their

practical

travel influencers) need to work harder to ensure that the

experience and aim to continually

DMOs’ objectives are properly understood before a

improve the quality of contracts.”

project commences. An ideal way for this to work is for an
in-person briefing at the start of a destination visit with all the relevant DMO representatives (PR,
marketing, logistics) to reinforce objectives, discuss logistics and set up a content action plan for what
will be produced, delivered and shared, and when this will be done.

1.3 Communication while on the road:
A plan should be established for how this will be continued after the visit has taken place.

“DMOs should stay attentive to what travel influencers are
producing, and be ready to share it. Where applicable,
they should make local businesses aware of the visit and
encourage them to share relevant content.”
1.4 Reporting results clearly: Travel influencers should ensure that they report their KPIs in a way that
can be easily understood by those less familiar with web analytics/social media engagement. Travel
influencers as a collective should consider a standard format for reporting at least basic statistics.
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LONG-TERM RELATIONSHIPS
There was widespread consensus among the participants of the STS Think Tank 2016 about the
importance of long-term relationships as the key to unlocking the real value of travel influencers.
Brands and destinations which had worked with travel influencers over an extended period of time (as
opposed to a one-off fam trip or campaign) described the following benefits:


A trusted resource for travellers: Once the travel influencer has built up a good portfolio of content on a
particular brand or destination, they become a trusted resource for real and potential visitors. This is
important, given the increasing number of consumers who turn to peers and professional travelers for
travel



advice.

From reporter to ambassador: The most forward-looking brands and destinations aim to have
ambassadors, ie. travel influencers who have a deep understanding of the brand or destination and are
happy to be identified with it. In some respects, the ambassador becomes the personification of their
brand and their target travelers (of course, there can be many ambassadors according to the target
markets



and

the

type

of

content

the

brand

or

destination

is

looking

for).

Building trust and goodwill: Many participants talked about the goodwill that built up over time, stemming
from increasing levels of trust between both parties. For travel influencers, this translates into repeat work
and sometimes increased freedom to explore the destination and be creative with their output. For brands
and destinations this creates a valuable resource, especially in times of need; for example, when a fam
trip has to be arranged at short notice, or there is a need to source or adapt photos, videos, written
material many months after they were created.
Like all good relationships, hard work and clear communication are required. While long-term
relationships are the aim, there are occasionally obstacles to this such as:



A tendency towards short-term campaigns: Many travel influencers expressed disappointment as they
observed a gradual tendency towards only hiring influencers for one-off campaigns (often caused by shorttermism in budgeting) in order to make noise on social media before moving on to something else.
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Choosing the wrong influencer from the outset:

“For the relationship to work well and pay dividends over
an extended period of time, brands and destinations
must take time to choose an influencer who matches
well with their product and style, as well as someone who
is professional and reliable.”



Recognising that it’s a two-way relationship: Goodwill has to come from both sides, and many travel
influencers expressed irritation about a lack of communication from DMOs either during projects (while in
the destination), or at other times of the year when there were missed opportunities to share or re-use
valuable content.
RECOMMENDATIONS:

1.5. Think long-term: There is good evidence to support why travel influencers are valuable over time, so
DMOs should think about how they can cultivate brand ambassadors from their existing network of
influencers, or find new ones.

1.6 Well-written agreements are essential: Following recommendation 1.1, DMOs should ensure that the
agreements they draw up with travel influencers cover the eventuality of working in the long term. They
should also cover aspects such licensing, ie. the right to use content produced as part of a particular
campaign months or years later, and who is authorised to use it.
1.7 Understanding the importance of ‘evergreen’ content: Content that is timeless can prove instrumental
in enabling long-term relationships as it gives DMOs something to share repeatedly in the future.
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1.8 Travel influencers: Build a portfolio of your work and submit it: An attractive portfolio in report format
(eg. an annual e-book) is a useful tool to demonstrate the content produced and the results achieved
(both KPIs and anecdotal evidence) for a DMO client as it will help with reporting and in justifying future
projects. This should be an ongoing process to avoid heavy workloads at the end of the year!
1.9 Keep a good balance: Followers can be suspicious or put off completely by constant plugs for a
particular brand or destination, or even links to the official DMO website. Travel influencers need to use
discretion and sensitivity in publishing content, and ensure that their clients are aware of this need.
NB: More information on the long-term approach to working with travel influencers can be found on page
14 of the 2015 report while a discussion on worthy criteria for selecting a travel influencer can be found
on pages 13-17 of the 2014 report.
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KNOW WHERE THE VALUE LIES FOR EACH DESTINATION

“One of the underlying themes

Sometimes they may be dealing with someone in the DMO
who appreciates the work that travel influencers do, but they

of this year’s STS Think Tank

need help convincing those in management who authorise

was helping travel influencers

funding.

to

get

smart

about

understanding DMOs’ needs
and

adapting

their

accordingly”

pitch

In terms of value, travel influencers have to become more
sensitive to the situation of each DMO (ie. their strategic
priorities for the year, the challenges they’re facing) and
identify how they can help. For example, larger DMOs
(especially at national level) usually have a clear idea of their
strategy and the campaigns that they wish to roll out over

the coming year(s). They know the type of partners that they wish to involve, and the outbound markets
and/or consumer segments that they wish to reach. With this in mind, travel influencers can bring value
to existing marketing efforts by adding content and sharing it more widely, or reaching a target group
which is of particular relevance to the campaign, as opposed to creating value from scratch based on new
campaigns or streams of content.
RECOMMENDATIONS:

1.10 Travel influencers: do your homework: As an
agency that receives public funds, DMOs publish

“Travel influencers are well advised to check

documents outlining their strategic priorities for

out the objectives behind upcoming and

the coming year(s) which outline the problems

existing projects and tailor their pitch by

they wish to tackle, the market segments they
wish to reach and the type of projects they will
implement.

articulating the value that they could bring to
those projects.”

1.11 Look for new opportunities: Respond to consumer trends and shape your message. Consider
building new audiences in emerging segments (such as health and wellness or food tourism) as well as
22

emerging outbound markets (Asia, Latin America, Middle East). It is well worth keeping an eye on
consumer trends and show your audience and clients that you’re in tune with them.

COLLECT ANECDOTAL EVIDENCE OF THE IMPACT OF TRAVEL INFLUENCERS
Often dismissed as unscientific,

“anecdotal evidence of the intention to

Followers often leave positive feedback or
declare their intention to visit in the comments

visit, or of a post-trip review can actually

section of a blog, or on the travel influencer’s

prove to be highly valuable in building a

social

case for the impact of travel influencers on

businesses that notice a rise in trade as a

a destination.”

media

feed.

Conversely,

local

direct result of an influencer’s visit (and
record this) can prove to be highly effective in

paving the way for future influencer-DMO collaboration.
1.12 Travel influencers: Build a record of anecdotal evidence, categorise it and use it for current clients
and future pitches.
1.13 DMOs: Take time to discuss the value and impact of travel influencers with local business in your
destination. Collect anecdotal or even better, statistical evidence of increased trade, or positive reviews
from visitors who have come as a result of seeing travel influencers’ content.
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TOPIC 2
GETTING SAVVY - UNDERSTANDING THE POLITICAL CONTEXT FOR
DMOs & WORKING BETTER WITH LOCAL BUSINESS
Topic Leader: Catharina Fischer, Strategic
Consultant in Digital Marketing, Tourismuszukunft

“DMOs have to spend huge

As noted in the introduction to this report, DMOs today

amounts of time consulting

are under pressure in a variety of ways, such as the

with their official (usually

demands brought on by general cuts and re-

membership-paying)

assignments in funding, and an increasing need to
demonstrate their value to the local economy. As one

partners

who

constantly

delegate who was experienced at working in a

seek benefits from their

national tourism organisation said: “Outsiders often

membership, and expect to

only think of the finished product, such as a marketing

have a say in what the DMO

campaign but there’s so much work that goes on
behind the scenes.

is doing”

DMOs interact with the business community in a variety of ways. Whether through direct consultation in
meetings, by organising B2B events, or through newsletter subscription there is a need (and political will)
for DMOs to do more of this type of coordination, and to ensure that a wider variety of businesses are
benefitting from tourist arrivals.
This is one aspect of the political context of decision making that travel influencers need to be aware of
when seeking to work with DMOs. Given that ‘local business’ (a catch-all description used here to describe
this stakeholder group) is increasingly part of the money trail that leads influencer marketing projects to
be funded, it is important for influencers to better understand the relationship between DMOs and local
business. In particular it is also essential to understand the type of interactions that take place between
DMOs and local businesses when it comes to planning influencer marketing projects. We sought to
answer
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two

main

questions:



How could relations be improved between DMOs, local business and travel influencers to ensure
more effective relationships and beneficial outcomes for all?



How could a better understanding of these issues help influencers to improve their pitch to DMOs
and their partners?

The following section outlines the major issues highlighted in the Think Tank, with recommendations on
how these issues could be addressed:

PREPARATION IS KEY
The three parties (DMO, travel

“The best results from travel influencers’

influencer,

work come when DMOs compose an itinerary

community)

in consultation with the travel influencer

synchronisation to listen to and

which matches well with his or her portfolio,
and is able to prepare local businesses for

support

local

business

work
each

in
other.

Unfortunately, scenarios like this
are quite rare.

the visit well in advance.”
RECOMMENDATIONS:
2.1 Travel influencers should create a ‘starter pack’ outlining ‘how to get the most out of me’ prior to
making a destination visit. This would serve as a presentation pack which the DMO could use itself, and
circulate among local businesses to help them understand the influencer’s objectives, and how to share
the content that he/she produces during and after the visit.

2.2 Education, education, education: DMOs may wish to consider bringing interested local business
people to meet the travel influencer, understand more about the visit and perhaps carry out some training
(eg. social media, content creation). Where applicable, this should be factored into the schedule and
project cost. Such workshops can provide a useful added benefit to local partners (i.e. a member benefit).
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2.3 Carry out briefing meetings: In addition to recommendation 1.2, briefing meetings could enable DMOs
to make the influencer aware of any local political issues / problems with the participating businesses
that they may need to be aware of.
2.4 At the end of a project, carry out an evaluation of the trip itinerary and campaign impact. Post-visit
evaluations (in person/by phone) can be highly valuable in ensuring future improvements. Similarly,
where there is positive statistical or anecdotal evidence of a travel influencer’s visit on local businesses,
this should be recorded and packaged into a post-trip report for use in pitching future projects. This report
can also be used by the DMO to demonstrate the value it brings to local businesses, or it could even form
the basis of a meeting with local businesses to discuss the campaign. This can also be very effective in
paving the way for future projects.

BUILDING THE RIGHT ITINERARY
The discussions at STS 2016 confirmed a trend in destination management that has started to take
shape in recent years; that

“in one way or another DMOs are
having to become more involved in
product development. After all, in order

The first step to this involves DMOs being up to
date with what’s happening in their own local
business community: Which new businesses have
opened? Which new products have come on to the

to show the destination off at its best,

market? Which have received investment or have

first they need to ensure that the right

upgraded what they were doing? Which are

products and experiences are in
place.”

particularly active on social media or ‘natural
sellers’ in person? Knowing the answers to these
questions helps DMOs to turn an average trip
itinerary into an outstanding one, especially when

it is matched well with the influencer’s own profile. Aside from introducing them to travel influencers, it
also helps the DMO to better advise and support those businesses that need it.
Sometimes the need to honour partnership arrangements can oblige some DMOs to end up composing
travel influencer itineraries that don’t match with the influencer’s expertise, or which feature poor quality
experiences, hotels or tours. This underlines the need for DMOs to take the lead in working on product
development and communicating better with influencers on composing trip itineraries.
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RECOMMENDATION:
2.5 DMOs need to work with

“We understand that travel bloggers are

imagination and flexibility, working

influential because they speak to their audience,

with travel influencers to compose

and the audience trusts them. It’s essential to

trip itineraries that match well with
influencers’

expertise.

DMOs

trust travel bloggers that have a high number of

should also further efforts to stay

followers and produce good work, by giving them

up to date and support product

the freedom to be creative. They know what

developments in their destination

they’re doing. That’s why we hire them in the first

so that these can be effectively
covered by travel influencers.

place”.
Emma Mead, Interim Head of International

HELP IN TIMES OF CRISIS

Media and PR, VisitBritain

The impact of tourism on local businesses is most strongly felt when tourism arrivals fall suddenly
following a crisis such as a natural disaster or terrorist attack. Clearly, different crises require different
responses and in the immediate aftermath of a crisis, tourism marketing is usually suspended as its effect
is lost behind mainstream news coverage. Furthermore, discussing a crisis requires knowledge of the
issues involved and care in discussing them, especially in political crises such as protests or terrorist
attacks. Nevertheless, travel influencers ‘on the ground’, can be of real assistance later, during the
recovery phase. Clearly, there are also benefits to working with travel influencers who have worked before
with the DMO affected or who have a lot of knowledge about the destination (this also underlines the
importance of establishing long-term relationships with them. The STS Think Tank participants highlighted
the following benefits of working with a travel influencer following a crisis:


Travel influencers can offer authentic personal testimony of the real situation in the destination



They can offer a new angle, or even a counter narrative to mainstream media coverage



They can be particularly helpful in ‘giving a voice’ to smaller destinations, whose authorities have
less experience or leverage in shaping mainstream media coverage



They are highly experienced in using social media and can offer support to local businesses who
may need it
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NB: This issue does raise the question again (see reports from 2014 and 2015) of the freedom to report
and of editorial integrity, especially where travel influencers may be required to put a positive ‘spin’ on
events or in destinations where authorities are undemocratic and looking to ‘buy’ positive coverage.
These

issues

may

be

raised

in

future

travel

influencer

events.

RECOMMENDATION:
2.6 DMOs should include working with travel influencers as part of their post-crisis recovery plan
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TOPIC 3
USING INFLUENCE TO HELP TACKLE CHALLENGES IN DESTINATION
MANAGEMENT
HELPING DMOs TO TACKLE ‘OVERTOURISM’
Topic Leader: Becki Enright, Borders of Adventure
As mentioned earlier, one of the underlying themes of this year’s STS Think Tank was helping travel
influencers to get smart about understanding DMOs’ needs and adapting their pitch accordingly. For
reasons described in the earlier section ‘Think Tank 2016 Context’, DMOs are increasingly having to turn
their attention to issues of destination management such as product development, shaping regulation
and forming public-private partnerships.
As

travel

influencers

have

become

more

“tourism can create a negative impact

established, many have built up high levels of

on the lives of local people (to whom

loyalty and engagement among their followers who
take their opinions and guidance seriously. At STS

DMOs are ultimately accountable) and

2016, for Topic 3 the organisers wanted the

this can require urgent intervention

participants to consider how this could potentially

from the DMO and other relevant

be harnessed in order to help contribute to the
‘common good’. Since in some cases,

authorities”

We decided to ask participants to consider how travel influencers could help to address these issues.
One challenge in particular -that of ‘overtourism’ was chosen and presented to the Think Tank
participants.

Overtourism - context
In recent years, each peak season in Europe’s most popular city destinations has brought with it a higher
tide of tourists, frequently peppered with stories of scandalous behaviour and, in reaction, exasperation
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by local residents. In some cities residents have even set up protest groups to pressure local authorities
and raise awareness about the impact of tourists on their daily lives. This has attracted the attention of
domestic and international media, causing embarrassment for the authorities concerned. Crucially
however, it is also bad news for the tourism sector as a whole, since it causes lasting physical and
reputational damage to the destination (see Paris Syndrome), and threatens to provoke overreactions
from political decision makers who have little understanding of the tourism sector.

“Overtourism

is

also

relevant

to

those

Rural and coastal destinations should
also take note, because overtourism

destinations which are not overcrowded, since

(albeit on a smaller scale) can still

it presents an opportunity to draw visitors away

threaten natural habitats and become

from crowded hubs and give them an
alternative experience”

difficult to restrict where there is a
strong local economic dependency on
tourism.

Overtourism and DMOs
Overtourism poses tough questions for those who work in destination marketing and management,
especially in crowded destinations. Should they suspend all marketing activities and shift resources to
destination management? How to manage iconic attractions (eg. the Eiffel Tower) which all visitors,
especially those coming for the first time, expect to visit? Are surrounding areas/alternative sites
attractive enough to interest visitors, and are they prepared? At what point is it necessary to limit visitor
numbers in some parts of a destination, and how can it be done?
Where do travel influencers fit in?
Clearly the problems caused by, and the solutions to overtourism are complex and go way beyond
the realm of travel influencers. Still, travel influencers are advised to consider the mantra ‘if it matters to
DMOs, it should matter to us’. Travel influencers generally care deeply about the destinations they visit,
so it is understandable when they are reluctant to promote quiet places and ‘hidden gems’, precisely
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because they don’t want them to become popular, an effect which, in the age of social media can occur
very quickly.
travel

“travel influencers play in promoting

influencers to show the authentic side of the

independent (as opposed to group)

Nevertheless,

audiences

rely

on

destinations they visit, and uncover the ‘local
story’. This presents a dilemma for travel

travel, inspiring their followers to

influencers and underlines why they should

follow in their footsteps, and giving

address these questions with the destination

them practical advice on how to travel

authorities which have responsibility for the

independently”

sustainable

growth

of

tourism

in

their

destination. Finally, it is also worth noting the
important role that
AT STS 2016, the DMO participants discussed some of the issues of seasonality and spatial dispersal
that are affecting their destination, and travel influencers put forward ideas on how to tackle them:

RECOMMENDATIONS:
3.1 DMOs should consider travel influencers as a key element of their marketing strategy for promoting
visitor dispersal and tackling seasonality. One travel influencer described eloquently: “ ‘We’re not going
to tell people that autumn is the best time to come to destination X, we’re going to show them”. On a
general level, travel influencers can be considered important for inspiration -raising awareness of
alternative destinations/times to visit- as well as for giving practical information -a personal account of
how to get from A to B, journey times etc.
3.2 Briefing meeting: discuss dispersal and seasonality. Often DMOs give a travel influencer an itinerary
(which may or may not be well-tailored to their expertise) without explaining why the travel influencer has
been invited in the first place. Where DMOs invite travel influencers as part of a dispersal or seasonality
strategy, then they should make this clear. See also recommendations 1.2 and 2.3 for more about briefing
meetings.
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Tackling seasonality
3.3 Plan for long term relationships with travel influencers and work on offseason product development.
The discussions at STS 2016’s Think Tank revealed again the increasing need for DMOs to turn their
attention to product development.
This means ensuring that good
quality experiences can be found

“destinations should aim to run more

travel

influencer trips in low season to highlight

influencers towards these and

events or even daily life away from the

out

of

season,

point

allow them to create a compelling
story to attract their followers to the

crowds”

destination. Following this,
Clearly there is a benefit to maintaining long-term relationships with travel influencers who know the
destination well, so that they can more effectively describe the benefits of visiting out of season, in
comparison to peak season. Destinations with sharp seasonal peaks should consider linking posts on
peak-season visits/activities (or following coverage of a peak attraction or event), to activities that are offseason.
Travel influencer trips and itineraries
3.4 Handle overcrowded attractions with care.

“DMOs should consider asking their influencers to cover overcrowded
attractions with sensitivity, including discouraging visitors from
coming at certain times or promoting nicer nearby alternatives.”

3.4 Include daytrips and short breaks away. Aside from giving influencers the time and space to roam
and find alternative visitor attractions in the main destination, DMOs should include daytrips or even short
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breaks away from crowded tourist hotspots. This should be carefully planned with local DMOs/businesses
in the excursion destinations, so that those stakeholders understand why they are part of the itinerary.
3.5 Base itineraries on themes or particular products to promote exploration. Increasing numbers of
consumers travel in order to indulge a particular passion e.g. fashion, architecture, design, and so are
highly receptive to itineraries based on these, and may be prepared to travel more widely.
3.6 Travel influencers should increase the amount of practical advice they give. Inspirational content
should, wherever possible be accompanied by practical advice, for example on public transport, best
times to visit, ticket options etc. Ideally this could be done in a ‘factbox’ format, or even in a standalone
post. This brings value to the DMO because the influencer can describe it in their own language and
cultural terms to their audience. Also, where affiliates are included in a campaign, be more explicit about
their off-season special offers.
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SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS
The Social Travel Summit 2016 brought together more than 100 delegates from 25 countries. This
included the world’s most experienced travel influencers, as well as many destinations and travel brands
which have accumulated experience in working with them. The STS Think Tank provided an ideal space
for both groups to discuss this wealth of experience, and how relationships could be improved.
The problem areas that travel influencers are identifying as they work with DMOs, carry out trips and
publish their content, point to the wider challenges that DMOs have in managing and marketing their
destinations. These include a persistent over-reliance on outdated marketing channels, a lack of clear
direction in building itineraries, a lack of product development in the destination and a lack of
coordination between local businesses and a general lack of understanding about content creation and
social media management. While some of these issues are easily overcome by clearer communication
and better planning, they also highlight the fact that DMOs are faced with many complex challenges - not
least the need to focus their energy and resources on destination management rather than marketing.
As travel influencers become recognised as professionals in the travel industry, they will have to take time
to understand these complex issues, show empathy to the DMOs they wish to work with and, most
importantly, be prepared to bring solutions to the table that will genuinely contribute to tackling these
issues. Travel influencers build up vast legions of loyal followers who value what they say. Clearly, as the
world’s overcrowded destinations are discovering, encouraging people to travel is no longer an issue. The
real question now is how they travel, and how travel influencers use their influence to encourage people
to do this in a way that truly benefits the destinations that they visit.
***
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Think Tank improvements for next year
This year’s Think Tank worked well, and covered a series of new areas with good discussions. In this
regard, it was helpful to prep all participants in advance by using the event’s Facebook page and get their
preliminary feedback to ensure that the topics were well framed on the day. Each group was limited to
10-12 participants, and this limit should be maintained in future to ensure that everyone gets time to
speak. The sound recording equipment proved very useful for keeping track of all the discussions and
should be used again.
This year’s Think Tank was again held in one room. Though larger than the room used for previous
editions, it would still be better use of separate rooms for each topic to keep noise at a reasonable level.
Finally, as the groups rotate between tables, topic leaders should brief each new group on roughly what
the previous group has discussed to ensure that they don’t repeat the same points again.
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SPONSORS
A MESSAGE FROM THE THINK TANK SPONSOR, TOPOSOPHY
We are a destination marketing agency. We provide tourism organizations, associations and companies
(both public and private) with practical solutions to develop, manage and market places as tourism
destinations, accompanying them every step of the way. We like to do things differently. We take a step
back and study the whole place (place = ‘topos’ in Greek) with a critical but enthusiastic look at where
the destination sits in the compared to its competitors, both near and far. Then, working closely with our
clients, we create strategies to plan their place’s future, understand the latest industry conditions, engage
their partners, involve the local community and reveal their place uniqueness in every form.
Our services focus on offering complete solutions for destination strategy & planning, place marketing &
branding (online and offline), market intelligence, trade marketing, advocacy & government support,
tailor-made to every place’s distinct needs. Our elite team of destination experts and tourism
professionals combines extensive experience as practitioners, managing operations and many years of
consultancy background with a passion to transform places into thriving destinations. We are strategic,
we are creative, we are practical. Our philosophy is TOPOSOPHY

www.topsophy.com
info@toposophy.com
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A big thank you goes to the supporters of the Social Travel Summit
Inverness 2016:
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CLOSING WORDS The third edition of the Social Travel Summit was held in Inverness, the Capital of the Scottish Highlands,
in September 2016. After eight months of preparations, it was great to see the influencers and industry
delegates arriving in Inverness, bringing with them an invaluable amount of skills, knowledge and
experience. As the Organiser of the Summit, I see our role as a facilitator who creates the right framework
and conditions in which all delegates feel like friends (or family) and where they can be honest in their
opinions and feel free to share. I guess we struck the right chord again this year as the excitement and
eagerness among the delegates to learn from one another was palpable. It was an amazing experience
for me to witness the thought-provoking discussions and insightful presentations, and see the issues and
recommendations expertly summed up in this report.
Since its inception in 2014, the Social Travel Summit has established itself as the platform where travel
influencers and industry gather to learn and help shape the future of digital marketing. This year,
delegates scored the conference 4.7 out of a maximum of 5 points! I’m proud of this achievement and
the excellent work of the STS Organising Team, the iambassador Management Team and our partner
networks. A special thank you goes to the STS Team: Janice Waugh, Tracey Nesbitt, Melvin Boecher,
Nicholas Montemaggi and Angelika Schwaff. I would also like to thank our supporters, VisitBritain, trivago,
Latvia Tourism, Austrian National Tourist Office, VisitScotland/European regional Development Fund, Visit
Inverness-Loch Ness, Visit Wales and Toposophy - STS Inverness would not have been possible without
you! Another special thank you goes to Peter Jordan for doing a brilliant job in moderating the Think Tank
and compiling this report. Last but not least, I would like to thank all the influencers and delegates for
helping to make STS Inverness a great success!
See you in 2017!
Keith Jenkins
CEO, iambassador
Head of the STS Organising Team
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FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE SOCIAL TRAVEL SUMMIT:
Read the STS Inverness wrap-up: http://thesocialtravelsummit.com/social-travel-summit-inverness2016/

Leipzig: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JQch_6zXIH8
Hamburg: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WRt39AZ9A4c
Inverness: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q0Mhqa6qFLg
For STS updates, follow:
https://twitter.com/i_ambassador
https://www.facebook.com/iambassadornet/
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